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Abstract 
We give a simple and natural proof of (an extension of) the identity P(X. 1. )I ) = t-‘2( X I. 
I - I. II -- I ). The number P(li, I, 17) counts noncrossing partitions of { I, 2. I} unto II parts 
such that no part contains two numbers .Y and J‘. O<.v -- .v<k. The lower index 2 indicate\ 
partitions with no part of size three or more. We USC the identity to give quick proofs of the 
closed t’ormulac for P(k. I, n) when k is I. 2. or 3. c 1998 Elsevier Science H.V All right.+ 
reserved. 
A’~,.IYIv~~/.\: Noncrossing partition; Enumeration; Tree: Rijectlon 
1. Introduction 
By a purtitiorz we mean a pair P = (XL), where X = { I. 2.. . ,} is finite ground set 
and L C exp(X) is a set of nonempty disjoint sets, union of which is X. The element\ 
of L are called purts. We use the symbols (PI and (lP(j to refer to the cardinalitics .Y: 
and lL1, respectively. The symbol (P) denotes the minimum distance 1~‘ s, of t\Vo 
distinct elements of a part of P. In the case that all parts of P are singletons we put 
(P) = xx. P is said to be ~on~ro.ssin~~ if there are no four distinct numbers (I < 11 c (’ < (1 
in X and no two distinct parts A.B in L such that U.C’ E A and h,rl E B. ‘4 partition is 
/XXV if each part has at most two elements. 
Let .+)(I?, 1.~) be the set of all noncrossing partitions P for which 1P’ = 1. ‘W ~- 11. 
and (P) 3 I,. Let ,‘Pz( k. 1, PI) c .P(k, 1. n) be the subset consisting of poor partitions. 0111 
first goal is to prove via bijection the following identity. 
(1) 
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The identity appeared first in Simion and Ullman [13] in a coarser version (with 
two parameters k and I). In [5] we gave a generating functions proof of the present 
version. In the next section we prove, constructing a bijection matching partitions of 
both kinds, a further generalization which explains in a natural and simple way why 
the identity must hold. 
Our second goal is to remind the following formulae and to give bijective proofs 
for them. 
Theorem 1.2. Let 1, n > 1 be integers. Then 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Formula (2) was proved already by Kreweras [7]. Formula (3) was derived by means 
of generating functions by Gardy and Gouyou-Beauchamps [3]. Our bijective proof is 
new and so is the formula (4). However, we will see that (4) is via Theorem 1.1 
equivalent to a result of Schmitt and Waterman [lo]. 
We prove (2)-(4) in the beginning of the next section. Our proofs are bijective, the 
proofs of (3) and (4) use (1). After that we introduce the sequential form of partitions 
and we prove a general bijective result that implies (1). Before closing this section we 
want to mention some ideas hidden behind noncrossing partitions. We know of three 
different motivations which led to noncrossing partitions (or to an equivalent structure). 
(1) Partitions lattice. All partitions of { 1,2,. . . , I} with the refinement order form 
a lattice. In the papers [2, 7, 8, 12, 131, noncrossing partitions are treated from the 
point of view of that general theory. 
(2) Davenport-Schinzel sequences. One of the special cases of these sequences is 
when we forbid in a finite sequence any subsequence of the type abab. Then noncross- 
ing partitions arise, only the language is different. Davenport-Schinzel sequences have 
geometric motivation and they found many applications in computational geometry. 
Their definition, more information and more references can be found in [3, 4, 6, 111. 
(3) Nucleic acids. Noncrossing partitions, namely the partitions in 82(k, l,n), are 
used to describe secondary structure of molecules of nucleic acids (e.g. [lo, 141). The 
reader will find more information and references in [ 151. 
2. The proofs 
By a tree we mean here a finite rooted tree in which each set of children of a 
vertex is linearly ordered. We do not distinguish two trees which are isomorphic via 
an isomorphism of rooted trees preserving the linear orders. It is well known that the 
number of different trees on n vertices is 
I 2n-2 
c’,, = ~ 
n ( I n-1 ’ 
(5) 
the nth Catalan number. There is a well-known bijection between the set of trees with 
17 vertices and the set of proper bracketings with n - I brackets. Hence (5) counts 
bracketings as well. For a bijective proof of (5) using bracketings see [9]. Another 
classical enumerative result concerning trees is the formula for the number N(N. h) ot 
different trees with a vertices and h leaves (vertices with no child). Namely, 
the Narayana (or Runyon) number. For a bijectivc proof see [I]. 
Now, we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.2. We will see that (2) and (4) reduce 
to Narayana numbers and (3) to Catalan numbers. 
The proof of formula (2). Although this is well known, we include, for the sake of 
completeness, the reduction to (6). Let P = (X,L) E .‘P( I. 1. n) and let .\- <!‘ bc tuo 
elements of .Y. We say that x wwrs J‘ if they lie in different parts of P and there is 
a number z.: > .v, that lies in the same part as s. We define a graph T = ( I,‘. E). where 
!‘= {O}UX := {O. l...,, I} and {x,y} 1s an edge ift’ (a) .Y and J‘ lie in the same part and 
are not separated by another element of that part or (b) J‘ is the minimum element ot 
some part and x is the maximum element coverin g it or (c) .\’ is the minimum elcmcnt 
of some part. .Y = 0, and no element covers J’. Obviously. T is a graph-theoretical tree. 
Defining 0 to be the root and orderin g any set of children of a vertex by the standard 
ordering of integers, we change T into a tree in our sense. 
Clearly, T has 1 i I vertices and tt leaves (the maximum elements of the parts). It 
is not difficult to revert the procedure and, given a T with I+ I vertices and tt Ica\,cs. 
to recover the P we started with. We leave this to the interested reader as an excrcixe. 
Thus, WC have a bijection between .Y( I. I, n) and the set of trees with I + 1 wrtices 
and t? leaves. Formula (2) follows from (6). I- 
The proof of formula (3). In view of (I ) it suffices to find the cardinality .d;( I 
/-l,n~l)j.AnypartitionP=(X,L)~-iP~(1.I-l.t7-I)hasu’~l-t7doubletonparts 
and .s = 217 - 1 - I singleton parts. The doubleton parts form a proper bracketing with 
LI brackets. Thus, by (5). we have (‘;‘);‘(d t 1 ) possibilities for the doubleton parts. 
Singleton parts can be distributed in the 2cl+ I gaps determined by the doubleton parts 
in an arbitrary way. We have (‘“,“) possibilities for the distribution. Now. (3) follow\ 
by taking the product and substituting for rl and .s. I3 
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The proof of formula (4). Again, by (l), it suffices to find the cardinality lYp2(2, 
I- 1,~ - l)/. This was done by Schmitt and Waterman in [IO], for the readers conve- 
nience we repeat their nice simple bijective argument. Let P = (X, L) E 92(2, I- 1, II- 1). 
We define a graph T = (V, E), where V = L U {*} and {A, B} is an edge iff (a) x is 
the maximum element covering y (see the proof of (2)) for some x t A, y E B or (b) 
A = *, y E B and no element covers y. It is easy to see that T is a tree (with the root 
* and linear orders of children of a vertex induced by the standard linear order of 
integers). Obviously, T has II vertices and its leaves are exactly the singleton parts of 
P. Thus, the number of leaves equals 2n - I - 1. It is straightforward to verify that 
the mapping P---f T is a bijection between 82(2,1- I,n - 1) and the set of trees with 
a vertices and 2n ~ 1 - 1 leaves. Thus, (4) follows by (1) and (6). 0 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of (1). We will use a restricted class 
of trees. 
By I we denote the set of binary trees in which each vertex has at most two 
children. If T is a binary tree and its root has one child, resp. two children, we denote 
by T,, resp. by Tt and T,., the subtree rooted in the child, resp. the subtrees rooted in 
the left child and in the right child. By the left tail of a binary tree T we mean any 
sequence of vertices (EI,c~,. .,v,) such that u,+i is a child of c’~, v2 is the left child 
of VI, and vj is a leaf. The number j is the length of the left tail. 
We find it more convenient for the proof to work with partitions expressed as finite 
sequences. Any sequence u = ai a2 . a/ of some symbols determines a unique partition 
P = (X,L), where X = { 1,2,. . , l} and i and j are in the same part 8 ai = aj. Given 
a partition P, there are many sequences u = al a2 . a/ determining P. It is clear that 
the two following requirements - (a) { aI,a2 ,..., a/)=(1,2 ,..., n} and(b) l<i<j<n 
implies that the first i-occurrence in u precedes the first j-occurrence - make u unique. 
We call finite sequences u = ai a2 . al having properties (a) and (b) normal sequences. 
The process of replacing a sequence L’ by a normal sequence that determines the 
same partition is called normalization. Thus, any partition P = ({ 1,2,. . . , l},L) is de- 
termined by exactly one normal sequence U. From now on, we work with u instead 
of P. 
We transfer the terminology and notation from partitions to sequences. The symbols 
1~1, Ilull, and ( ) u mean the length of U, the number of distinct symbols in U, and the 
minimum distance of two distinct occurrences of the same symbol in U. That u is 
poor means that each symbol appears in u at most twice. A (normal) sequence u is 
noncrossing if it contains no subsequence of the type abah (cf. Davenport-Schinzel 
sequences). 
To illustrate the notion of normal sequences we list the partitions which are involved 
in the instance of (1) k = 2,1= 5 and n unrestricted. 
9(2,5, .) = { 12345,12343,12342,12341,12324,12321,12314,12134,12131}, 
.‘pZ(1,4;)= { 1234, 1233, 1232,1231, 1223,1221,1213,1123,1122}. 
Fig. I. Mappings F, and fij 
We have listed the sequences in the lexicographical order. Looking at them mom 
carefully we notice that not only there is equal number of sequences u E Y(2.5. .) with 
~IL~II =tr as sequences u~sPl(l.4;) with //U/I =H -- I, but that those sequences even 
appear on the same positions. For instance, for }I= 3 on the sixth and nineth positions. 
And this is the case in general. Before we state the general result we need a few more 
definitions. We use the standard lexicographical ordering: II = (11 LIZ a,, d I’ := hl h: /I: 
iff either there is an i such that crt = hi,. . u,_ l = /I,- ,. ~1, <h, or II is a proper initial 
segment of I’. By .d we denote the set of all normal noncrossing sequences II satisfying 
IL/~ >0 (i.e. II is nonempty) and (u)>2 (i.e. II has no two immediate repetitions of a 
symbol). By .H we denote the set of all JNOY normal noncrossing sequences U. the 
empty sequence is included. 
The following theorem implies (1) and much more (we mean the phenomenon we 
have illustrated by the example - sequences with corresponding parameters occupy the 
same lexicographical positions). 
l@(u)1 + 1 = lb/. II@(u)// + I = l/w(. and (Q(u)) + I =(u). (7) 
Proof. We define recursively two mappings F.1 : -9 9 .c/ and FB : .ii -A. see Fig I. 
We use the following notation. If u is a sequence of integers and nz an integer then 
the sequence zlCn’ arises from II by adding m to each term of U. The sequence II I”’ 
arises by adding m to each term except for the occurrences of 1. 
If T is the one-vertex tree, we set Fq( T) = 1 and &(T) = 0. If the root of T has 
one child, we set &(T)= 1 &(T,)+’ and F’(T) = 1 Fs( T,)-‘. If the root of T has two 
children and LI= II&(T/)II and h= llFB(T,)ll. we set F4(T)= I cj(T,)” F,(T,)‘+” and 
FB(T)= I E;I(T,)” 1 FB(T) r f(h-I ) 
Obviously, Fd maps .7 to .d and 1 ;k maps 7 to .+?. To show that FI and & arc 
bijections we invert them. To invert I;;, consider a normal sequence 14 E .c/. If II = I 
then T = y,- ‘(u) is the one-vertex tree. If II = I r and I does not appear in 1‘. then the 
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root of T = FA-‘(u) has one child and T, = <4p’(w) where w is the normalized o. If 
u = 1 III 1~2 and 1 does not appear in VI, then the root of T =f$-‘(u) has two children 
and T( =FAp’(wq) and T, =FAp’(w2), where WI is the normalized UI and w2 is the 
normalized 1~2. The mapping FB can be inverted in a similar way. 
Thus @ = FB o FAe’ : .d --j .% is a bijection. It is easy to verify by induction on the 
number of vertices that IFA(T)~ is the number of vertices of T, llF~(T)ll is l+ the 
number of nonleaf vertices of T, (FA(T)) is the length of the shortest left tail of T, 
and that these quantities are by one smaller for FB(T). 
Thus, (7) is satisfied. It remains to be proven that @ is increasing with respect to 
-X . This will be accomplished by defining a linear ordering (?, + ) and showing that 
both FA and FB are increasing mappings. 
The linear order on Y is again defined recursively. Let T and U be two distinct 
binary trees. If T has only one vertex then T < U. If both T and U have roots with 
one child, then T + U iff T, 4 UC. If their roots have two children and Tt # U,, then 
T + U iff T, + U,. If T, = U, then T + U iff T, -c U,. Finally, let T have root with one 
child and U with two children. If T, # U/ then T + U iff T, + U/. If T, = lJ/ then 
T+U. 
To verify that (Y, + ) is a linear order and that both mappings are increasing is 
a matter of a straightforward induction on the number of vertices. As to the linear 
order, we omit the details. As to the monotonicity, we discuss in detail one case, the 
other cases are similar. Let T 3 U and let T and U have roots with two children. Let 
FA(T)=~= Itilt and F~(c/)=u= 1~11~ 2, where the splittings of t and u are given 
by the recursive definition. If T, -: Ul then, by induction, tl 4 UI and this implies t + u 
(note that - for the case when tl is a proper initial segment 
~1). If Tt = U, and T, 3 U,. then ltl = 1~1 and, by induction, 
of ~1 - there is no 1 in 
t2 + 4. Again t -: u. 0 
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